MimioConnect®
1-Hour Live Virtual Training

2 Instructor-led series that support up to 25 teachers.

MimioConnect BASIC SERIES

SESSIONS

• Session 1: Getting On Board
  Learn how to log in with a teacher account, import rosters, and navigate through the tabs. Prepare the lessons tab for instruction by utilizing the Lesson Library and folders.

• Session 2: Create Interactive Lessons Using Outside Content
  Learn how to upload content from Google Drive, add PhET Interactive Simulations, integrate media, and use annotation tools.

• Session 3: Lights! Camera! Action!
  Present synchronous lessons and learn about the Focus Tools and Student Control features.

• Session 4: Formative Assessment and Self-Paced Learning
  Incorporate questions into your lessons. Present lessons asynchronously and assign lessons to complete later. Finally, interpret data from the Reports tab.

• Session 5: Practice Session with Tips and Tricks
  Bring existing MimioConnect lessons to share and present with co-teachers. Learn tips and tricks to increase efficiency and save time.

MimioConnect ADVANCED SERIES

SESSIONS

• Session 1: Gamification
  Create immersive learning experiences for all students. Learn MimioConnect animation tricks to gamify lessons and engage students.

• Session 2: Provide Feedback with Impact
  Incorporate advanced question options including Identify and Drag and Drop into your lessons. In addition, add associated slides to support student learning.

• Session 3: Sharing
  Learn how to manage a virtual camera, document camera, and navigate between multiple lessons.

Questions? Contact pd@boxlight.com
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